w h myth ogy.. She knows her myths and so I rec mend
s e."


Tori Amos
Singer/Songwriter

Darkstar Reviews On Astrology Weekly’s Forum
View pdf for testimonials ~ 2010 to 2018

47 Thoughts On “Readings”
Brian
October 2, 2020 at 6:29 am | Edit

Marina senses the intuitive pathways of a person, like captain of a ship sailing through the
multi-verse. It is like she sees me. She sees things that friends for decades still don’t get
me. But wait, she also adds humor and stream of consciousness to the fun…Without any
description, Marina was able to pin point the di culties with my ex…Marina tuned me into
how Ceres is important. It describes most of my deep interests, more than my other
planets…I have had lots of readings, even from the very experienced Vedic astrologer,
James Braha, but Marina brings it on to a whole other level of an art form!
Reply

Danny
September 3, 2020 at 7:35 am | Edit

Marina’s reading of my chart and upcoming transits / current progressions shed a whole
new layer of light and perspective on my chart and I found it so helpful to hear about the
prominent ﬁxed stars and decans of my chart that were new information for me. She has

really helped through my personal reading as well as the wealth of information on this site
to bring more clarity and conﬁrmation to me and my journey. Wonderful!
Reply

Astrid
August 4, 2020 at 3:50 am | Edit

I highly recommend Marina, i never felt like my Sun sign and in the reading she validated
it. I felt she was right on about my past who i feel I am and my future hopes. I will be
deﬁnitely getting more readings from her. Thank you Marina!
Reply

Jane
July 22, 2020 at 8:48 am | Edit

Marina gave a wonderfully fresh reading of my natal chart with a bit of synchronicity from
the universe thrown in. Totally unique and intuitive! I was looking for a di erent
perspective and was not disappointed.
Reply

Cloie Cohen
July 2, 2020 at 8:36 pm | Edit

I had many hopes for my reading, and what I received from Marina ﬁlled those and o ered
more. My understanding of myself depended through this process and I truly feel so much
better informed for the journey ahead. Insight into what had been mysteries just feels
fantastic as well. Thank you Marina!
Reply

maria
May 25, 2020 at 7:38 pm | Edit

I had a paid session on a home move question with Marina at Darkstar astrology. Even
though I have enjoyed
her work and website. I have to say it was the ﬁrst time getting a personal chart. a I would
return as a client.
It was easy to use paypal to make payment Marina delivered the chart in time as promised
it was a voice recorded chart And Marina has a very clear voice so enjoyable to listen to.
She deﬁnitely knows astrology.
A ten star professional trustworthy service.
Reply

Nicole
April 5, 2020 at 5:23 pm | Edit

I would highly recommend Marina and her readings!!! VERY insightful, thorough, and
educational in every aspect!! I will be getting more readings from her in the very near
future as well as long term. Thanks so much! You are amazing !!
Reply

Jennie M.
February 14, 2020 at 12:14 am | Edit

Marina is like that best friend that has known you since childhood and always gives you
good advice without judgement. I really wish I would have had this reading a while ago
when things where a little tough. I really enjoyed hearing her insight on my chart. Her
knowledge of the stars is beyond anything I could ever wrap my head around but I’m
always trying to learn from her blogs and youtube. She brought to my attention something I

didn’t even know I had in my chart and it answered so many questions as to why these
things would always happen to me. Thank you Marina! You’re the best!
Reply

Chris
January 9, 2020 at 10:15 pm | Edit

Marina is articulate and engaging in her delivery. She brought new information to me
about the more recently discovered dwarf planets and other celestial objects. I expect her
exploration of my transits to be useful this coming year.
Reply

DD
December 11, 2019 at 5:23 pm | Edit

Thank you again Marina for a really insightful, thorough and eye opening reading.
If you’re wondering out there and contemplating getting a reading – she’s the real deal.
Reply

Z
November 29, 2019 at 9:09 pm | Edit

Thank you so much Marina for such an in depth and insightful reading full of much needed
wisdom! I have listened to Marina’s reading over and over again and continue to catch
more tidbits of useful information as her reading is packed with deep insights and
practical advice. Marina is very understanding and non judgmental which was very useful
in making sense of my past with it’s negative experiences and ﬁnd the much needed
forgiveness I needed to ﬁnd. I also appreciate her knowledge and explanation of the ﬁxed

stars in my chart. I am so happy I invested my money in Marina’s reading and
enthusiastically look forward to returning for more readings in the future!
Reply

DL
November 29, 2019 at 8:10 am | Edit

Hi,
is it possible to get synastria in written form?
Thanks you.
Reply

Kristi
November 27, 2019 at 3:00 pm | Edit

This astrology report and reading was great, with so much more information than I ever
expected and it answered many question for me and the detail was perfect. The astro
analysis was really thought well and super easy to understand. Thanks Marina!
Reply

Anonymous
October 28, 2019 at 1:29 pm | Edit

I ordered an in-depth synastry report for my self and my partner. Her opening statements
on my chart had me in tears as she addressed the deepest unfulﬁlled longings I had and
what I always wanted to have as a person. She is very inclusive and non judgemental in
her reading. And she does her best to address the answers I was seeking through this

reading. I came out clearer and more directed about my life path after the reading. This is
the best astrologer that I have had a reading done so far and it’s worth every cent!
Reply

AndyStar
October 10, 2019 at 8:58 pm | Edit

I have had a natal chart reading from Marina. it was very well invested money. I have had
other readings so far from another astrologers, but Marina was able to give me some very
interesting and new insights. I thank her very much for this. She really takes time to
analyze one chart and has a very big knowledge about astrology , starts and past lives.
She is a professional and very good communicator, i could listen to her readings for hours.
i can’t wait for my next reading !
Reply

Sheryl
October 10, 2019 at 12:18 pm | Edit

Very insightful, excellent reading! Marina helped me make sense of my di cult past and
gave me hope for the future. Her interpretation of my ﬁxed stars was information no other
astrologer has gifted me with. Thank you, Marina!
Reply

Irene
October 4, 2019 at 6:00 am | Edit

A really detailed report using the decans and ﬁxed stars. Bringing to light surprising
information in a chart. Having studied astrology for years she gave me more info on
houses and aspects I did not know. Very thorough.

Reply

gabrielle
September 11, 2019 at 10:40 pm | Edit

I am a huge believer in astrology, however I never felt extremely connected to my main
(sun) sign. Marina provided answers as to why, and went in depth on the other signs in my
chart that I’ve always felt more connected to. She revealed who I am most compatible with
in friendships and relationships. She also knew so much about myself that I didn’t even
realize – I’m young, but I’ve had a lifelong struggle with ﬁnding myself. I thought of going to
therapy, but this was amazing self-help for now.
Reply

Aliesh
August 19, 2019 at 8:39 pm | Edit

I can not ﬁnd the right words to describe the level of knowledge Marina has. Her reading
was beyond assertive! I can’t thank her enough for this and look forward for our next
reading. I would totally recommend her to anybody.
Reply

Andrea
August 10, 2019 at 5:01 pm | Edit

Just received a reading from Marina and it was detailed, dense and insightful. She is clear
and doesn’t shy away from deﬁnitive statements… No wa e or vagueness. Technical depth
galore but Marina made it easy to follow despite my layman knowledge of astrology.
Reply

Lewis Newport
July 11, 2019 at 10:40 am | Edit

Awesome reading by Marina. She really knows her stu and gets into the nitty-gritty
quickly, realistically and insightfully. Her knowledge of ﬁxed stars is amazing which is why
I went to her for a reading and am not disappointed. I’m going to get my family a reading
for their birthdays now.
Keep up the great work, I’m a fan!!!
Reply

Apolonia
July 8, 2019 at 10:36 pm | Edit

Thanks Marina, received reading on my birthday. Realistic, informative, resonated on
many levels. I literally “gu awed” at your mention of Asc and Ophiuchus spot on, as
besides the symbolism, strangely real snakes literally cross my path whilst travelling. Deep
thinkers can get depressed! One scapegoat, black sheep, satisﬁed with a reality reading
not sugar coated but a map interestingly woven with the stars and mythology, why I came
to Darkstar Astrology. Still distilling from this reading and learning. Awakened my interest
in learning more.
Reply

Toni
June 11, 2019 at 7:04 pm | Edit

Thank You Marina…I am in total agreement with what Irene and Spencer have said above!!
Reply

Selena Helen
June 6, 2019 at 2:59 pm | Edit

Marina recently did a reading for me. Her knowledge of astrology is amazing and she was
able to pick up speciﬁcs about me that were quite revealing. I look forward to more
readings from her in the future.
Reply

Emily
May 7, 2019 at 8:16 pm | Edit

Marina’s reading has been by far the best I have ever had. Worth every penny! She is
extremely knowledgeable. She knows her stu . I would recommend her to anybody.
Reply

Irene
April 21, 2019 at 1:02 pm | Edit

I am absolutely delighted with the reading I have just received and really like Marina’s way
of working. She has very intuitive insights along with a wealth of knowledge and a very
personable way of communicating. I highly recommend her.
Reply

Spencer R.
March 13, 2019 at 7:37 pm | Edit

I wouldn’t book anyone else at this point. Especially given Marina’s expertise with the ﬁxed
stars and her ability to bring your chart out of the stars and apply it to real issues here on
the ground. All in all a great reading.
Reply

A.Alice
March 7, 2019 at 11:42 pm | Edit

Excellent Solar Return Reading!
Marina has a unique and deep understanding of astrology. Her reading style is highly
personalized.
Thank so much!
Reply

anon
February 1, 2019 at 6:26 pm | Edit

Thorough relationship reading, can’t wait to go back for more. Much appreciated!
Reply

Melissa Severance
December 26, 2018 at 4:08 pm | Edit

Somewhere I read the deﬁnition of genius is making something hard look easy. In that way
Marina is most deﬁnitely genius. Studying my chart she tip-toed through my psyche,
casting clarity over the most complex of situations, dreams, aspirations, and relationships.
While I have studied Astrology since 1983 when I had my ﬁrst chart cast, I have never

heard the impressions Marina had about my inner and outer life. Listening to her was
healing, deeply insightful, and down-to-earth practical.
Reply

Sandra K FL
November 11, 2018 at 2:17 am | Edit

I had my ﬁrst reading with Marina and I must say she was amazing! Her knowledge of
astrology and astronomy along with her honest, straightforward manner was phenomenal.
I will recommend her to family and friends. I look forward to having more sessions with
Marina! Thank you so much!
Reply

Lori Ann Lothian
October 1, 2018 at 4:39 pm | Edit

I waited six months into the solar return reading to do this review — so that I could sense
into the unfolding year and the material Marina covered. At the half way mark through this
year I am stunned and delighted by how accurate the material has been — not just in the
predictive elements, but in the collateral beneﬁt of so much depth of insight revealed in her
spin on my natal chart. If you want to decode the hidden aspects of who you really are and
experience someone holding up the wise woman lantern to light the twisty turns of life,
Marian makes an excellent code-breaker and guide. PS and I am LOVING her new You
Tube channel reports as well.
Reply

Vanessa Wiseman
September 13, 2018 at 3:29 pm | Edit

I would deﬁnitely recommend a reading from Marina . I have had computer generated
ones before , but this was something else . I found it very enlightening and it also gave me
a giggle ! I’m glad I took the plunge and will be referring back to my reading often.
Reply

Jennifer Fay
July 28, 2018 at 1:30 pm | Edit

Thank you Marina – The astrology reading you have put together for me has been very
interesting and its so great that I can go back to it and listen when needed .
I ﬁnd that the more I listen… the better and clearer it all becomes .
The way you do Birth Charts and how you explain in the MP3 – is very well thought out and
spontaneous
while your speaking it !
Yes you have reﬁned your work and your a great Astrologer and very di erent – love it all
and
a big thank you Marina from Jennifer Fay .
Reply

Lori K Scott
June 27, 2018 at 2:50 am | Edit

Marina gave a very thorough and practical assessment of my chart in relation to my
chosen topics. Within the ﬁrst 10 minutes she detected a Myth theme via a minor planet’s
conjunction to my ascendant, that resonated strongly with some major personal events
throughout my life. She used progressions, Arcs, transits in tandem with the natal chart.
Her process allowed for a very data driven projection of the possibilities and insights on
harnessing the energy. I felt inspired, relieved (her insights explained some of my current
woes) and armed with a better understanding of the astro-scape I am navigating. I would
highly recommend her to those that are looking for a well researched astrologer that has
carefully chosen and reﬁned her techniques. Wonderful experience!
Reply

KaD
June 2, 2018 at 9:45 pm | Edit

Marina helped me with fortunate dates for my wedding! I had already wasted weeks with
an astrologer who didn’t and wasn’t going to do anything for me (but had the energy to
post on Facebook). I had contacted probably ten other astrologers, most didn’t respond at
all, some Vedic ones too. I can’t thank her enough.
Reply

FK
May 25, 2018 at 10:23 am | Edit

Marina’s Solar return chart hit the nail on the head for me. Her reading was so apt,
informative and accurate with regards to the major changes I’m making in my life right
now. Thank you, Marina, for sharing your wisdom of Astro knowledge and wonderful words
of encouragement as I embark on a new adventure!
Reply

AJ
May 20, 2018 at 2:24 am | Edit

Marinas Solar return chart reading was amazing .I like her honest and gentle and wise
approach in sharing feedback with how to be the best version of myself during a very
intense time in my life . Thanks Marina I found your reading very helpful in understanding
myself better to see the light amongst the dark .
Reply

Myshkin
May 9, 2018 at 4:38 pm | Edit

Marina, I suspect you have secretly used the time between booking and reading, and
hired former secret service agents to investigate my history and to peer into the recesses
of my mind. How in the world can you understand sooo much from a birth day and time?
Marina has an incredible gift and developed skill at her craft. She also understands how
humans function and interact. She’ll speak to you like a caring, no-nonsense friend who
o ers practical guidance. Real answers. I’m going to re-listen again and again to my
reading. There’s so much dense food for thought in there that every pass is going to yield
more meat. Or avocado, if you’re vegetarian.
I can’t wait to make some changes in my life, let new energies ﬂow, and come back for a
follow-up.
Thank you Marina for sharing your gift. I appreciate you!!
Reply

Robyn N.
May 4, 2018 at 8:55 pm | Edit

Marina is a rare ﬁnd…intelligent, witty, insightful and warm. It’s clear she cares deeply for
the subjects of her readings. Deﬁnitely NOT someone who’s just out looking to make a buck
with some generic ﬂaky claptrap!! Her knowledge and authenticity shine through, and her
unique perspective, including bits of history and mythology, allows for much inner
contemplation after listening. Can also learn a great deal from her if you have any interest
in pursuing the areas of astrology or the occult arts. Thank you, Marina!!
Reply

last unctives
April 18, 2018 at 5:41 pm | Edit

Very deep astrological , there were some deep NLP triggered words , making the best
decision or prepping for it , in real stormy waters, very tough questions , a new paradigm
needed but so shadowy for me , fear of the irrational the Unknown . These revisions of
revisions exhausted? Got to go on gut instinct , the stripped down sex angle ? More on it
would have been useful , but excellent reading , LOL Marina .
Reply

Cory
April 6, 2018 at 10:15 pm | Edit

Marina’s reading was great! She covers all the bases and makes sure to answer any
speciﬁc questions you have. I enjoyed listening to what she had to say and it was
apparent she knew her astrology. If you’re looking for a capable astrologer to decode your
natal chart look no further!
Reply

Rocky Mountains
April 2, 2018 at 7:58 pm | Edit

I’ve had many Astrology readings in my life. The reading Marina did for me by far
surpassed anything I’ve had in the past. Her insights brought awareness to me on issues
in my life that I hadn’t realized before. It seems to me, Marina gets life, human nature and
the Stars. I look forward to future follow up readings with her.
Reply

Author, Scotland
March 21, 2018 at 7:56 pm | Edit

Marina Dark Star has an almost uncanny ability to tune into a chart and interpret its
inherent meanings and complexities. Traditional astrology, knowledge of mythology, and
grasp of archetypes combines with her richly intuitive understanding of the human
psyche. The result is nothing short of an interpretative tour de force. I’ve had several
readings over the years, but Marina’s work is on a di erent level.
Reply

Eﬁe Hannides
March 7, 2018 at 9:58 am | Edit

Thank you very much for the Awesome way you explain the subject in concern in your
video above.
Very informative and I found it very helpful. The right time to hear what I just did.
Reply

Maryanne
March 6, 2018 at 11:37 pm | Edit

Dear Marina,
Thank you for the reading. I think you are psychic – the reading was so weirdly relevant
that I felt shivery!
Somehow you honed right in on the topics and questions which are occupying me most at
present, even those on a deep level.
Your insights and suggestions were helpful, conﬁdence-building and thought-provoking. I
feel energised and inspired, with some crucial questions answered.
Reply

Andrea
February 6, 2018 at 10:37 pm | Edit

I have had a few chart readings but mostly computer generated even though they were
originally written by renowned astrologers. However, yours is the ﬁrst one that has felt truly
person to person and I think that you understood me in a down to earth, modern way and
spoke on an equal to equal basis. This is so refreshing and direct that I was so happy that
I trusted to get the reading done after years of reading your work.
I think you have such belief and conviction in the astrological system that it so totally works
to the best advantage without any fudging or fantasy. It was so great to have someone
speak to me in a language that I understand yet have so rarely heard or been able to use
for myself. I feel that I got some great insights from your reading of the chart. I think the art
of understanding oneself and others on many levels is a really worthwhile and worthy
pursuit – you’re mending people’s psyches here!
You have deﬁnitely shown me how my past, present and future can be synthesised to help
me achieve something satisfying without compromising my ideals. I feel that I know myself
better, I feel validated. I am a poor little libran craving validation! But I really needed that
understanding so thank you so much for putting in the work that underpins these
validations and makes them believeable and my path in life seem credible rather than just
a mishmash of events.
Reply
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